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New season of the podcast series about bauhaus 
Third Thursday of every month starting 18 May 2023  

 

Based on the motto “Years of Experiments”, the second season of the podcast about bauhaus 

by the Bauhaus-Archiv / Museum für Gestaltung, explores life at the Bauhaus from its 

founding year 1919 to its abrupt end in 1933. In each of the 14 episodes, the art historian 

Adriana Kapsreiter and her guests discuss the important milestones of each year as well as 

lesser known developments that impacted the significant school of art and architecture of the 

20th century. The central question: What was really new at the Bauhaus?  

 

Fascinating guests at original venues 

Season 2 takes listeners to the original venues of this pioneering school in Weimar and Dessau 

– the artists’ studios, theatres, museums and other key locations of the Weimar Republic. And 

the guests are as fascinating as the locations themselves. Starting with 1919, Schorsch 

Kamerun, a German punk icon and stage director explains why revolutions and art belong 

together and what role idealism plays in both. In a review of 1921, we join the actor, artist 

and art scholar Franz Dinda in his Berlin-Kreuzberg studio where he discusses painting, 

expressionism and his research on the Brücke artist Ernst Ludwig Kirchner.  

 

A musical experiment 

In the second season, the podcast itself becomes an experiment. Musicians from the electro 

and experimental fields have created an exclusive, genre-bending soundtrack for about 

bauhaus featuring elements of jazz, rock and pop. The music mirrors the broad spectrum of 

stories told in the 14 episodes of the podcast, creating a single Bauhaus narrative without 

words. 

 

You can look forward to new episodes on the third Thursday of every month on Spotify, 

Amazon Music, Apple Podcasts and everywhere podcasts are available.  

 

For further press material, visit www.bauhaus.de/presse. 
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